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can be used for indoor/outdoor and small-scale/large-scale
scenarios, as well as high quality open source code.[1]-[7]
ORB SLAM has two purposes: to estimate the robot's
trajectory and to build the correct map. Maps can be expressed
in many ways, such as feature point maps, grid maps,
topological maps, and so on. The current map format is mainly
point cloud map. In the program, we splice point clouds
according to the optimized pose, and finally form a map. This
approach is simple, but has some obvious drawbacks: first, the
map is not compact. Point cloud maps are usually very large,
with a 640×480 image producing 300,000 points of space,
requiring a lot of storage. Even after some filtering, the PCD
file is large. And importantly, its "big" isn't required. Point
cloud maps provide a lot of unnecessary detail. We don't
particularly care about wrinkles on the carpet, shadows in the
shadows. It's a waste of space to put them on a map. Second,
the way of dealing with overlap is not good enough. When
constructing the point cloud, we directly put it together
according to the estimated pose. When there is an error in the
position, the map will overlap obviously. Finally, it is difficult
to use for navigation. A point cloud map cannot get navigation
information, such as where there are obstacles, where can be
passed, etc.[8]-[11]
This paper mainly studied the robot location and map
reconstruction when the robot moves on the land. We install a
monocular camera in front of the robot to collect images.
When the robot is working, the camera will collect images and
send them to the controller. After receiving the image, the
controller will preprocess the image first, and then identify the
feature points and then compare them with the same feature
points in the previous image to judge the camera's position and
pose, so as to determine the robot's position.

Abstract – Traditional robots lacked the detection and
preservation of environmental information. This paper proposes
to apply SLAM to robots. We put a camera on the robot to
capture the environment and map it. Traditional SLAM
algorithms typically generate point cloud maps, which are bulky
and unreadable and cannot be used for robot navigation.
Therefore, point cloud map is generally converted into octree
map, but due to environmental interference, sensor error and
other reasons, point cloud map often contains a lot of noise, which
leads to a large error in the generated octree map. In this paper,
based on OBR SLAM2 algorithm, proposed a filtering method,
through the judgment of point cloud map points automatically
select filtering mode, thus generating high quality octree map.
Compared with unfiltered maps through experiments, the map
generated by this method is smaller volume and more accurate.
Index Terms – ORB SLAM2, Octomap, The spherical
underwater robot

I. INTRODUCTION
Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is a key
technology for mobile robot autonomous exploration in
unknown environment. The pioneering work on SLAM was
done by r. Smith, m. Self, and p. Cheeseman in 1986 on the
representation and estimation of spatial uncertainty. Early
SLAM algorithms mainly use laser sensors, infrared sensors
and other sensors to sense the environment. As the
performance of the camera increases and the size of the
camera shrinks, the camera can be used on the mobile robot. In
2003, Andrew Davison used the extended kalman filter (EKF)
for the first time to apply the classical non-camera algorithm
for SLAM to the single camera scheme for SLAM. In 2007,
Georg Klein and David Murray divided tracking and mapping
into two separate threads inspired by Nister algorithm of
bundle adjustment (BA), which improved the accuracy and
operation speed. ORB_SLAM is a mastermind of the
keyframe-based SLAM faction. The orb-slam algorithm
basically follows the framework of PTAM and adds modules
that have been proven to be effective in recent years to create
an all-powerful system with high stability and precision, which
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II. THE SPHERICAL UNDERWATER ROBOT
In recent years, many researchers in the world are working
on the development and application of mobile robots. As an
important tool, mobile robot is used in environment detection.
The spherical underwater robot is a kind of amphibious step
movement, and also has visual feedback system, which can be
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on the previous frame, or initialize the pose through
global relocation, then track the reconstructed local map,
optimize the pose, and determine the new key frame
according to some rules.
 LocalMapping: this part mainly completes Local map
construction, including inserting key frames, verifying the
recently generated map points and filtering them, then
generating new map points, using Local bundle
adjustment (BA), and finally filtering the inserted key
frames to remove the redundant key frames.
 LoopClosing: this part is mainly divided into two
processes, namely closed-loop detection and closed-loop
correction. The closed loop detection was first detected
by WOB, and then the similarity transformation was
calculated by Sim3 algorithm. Closed-loop correction is
mainly about closed-loop fusion and Graph optimization
of Essential Graph.

used as a modern high-tech exploration tool for exploring
unknown environment. Its structure is shown in Fig.1.
Spherical amphibious robot is a kind of underwater robot. It
can not only walk on land, but also perform horizontal
movement and rotation in water. At the same time, the robot
has a large internal space, which can guarantee a long
endurance. Robots are also less noisy and can help the
military. Therefore, spherical amphibious robot has wide
application prospect and development value. Its gait on land is
shown in Fig.2.

In the previous Tracking we got the new keyframe

next step is Local Mapping, which includes inserting
keyframes, eliminating redundant map points and keyframes,
and making Local cluster adjustments.
1. Keyframe insertion
First add the new keyframe as the new node Covibility
Graph and update the edges connected to those keyframe
nodes that can share map points. At the same time, update the
growth tree of keyframe and calculate the word bag BOW
that represents the keyframe.
2. Current map point culling
Only map points that can be saved by creating the first
three frame constraints of the point cloud are guaranteed to be
traceable and not easily subject to large errors during
triangulation
3. New map point created
By finding the detected ORB feature points, find the key
frame kc in the Covisibility Graph that is connected to them,

Fig.1 The spherical underwater robot’s structure

(a)

(b)

(c)

ki . The

make the feature matching, and then triangulation the matched
feature points. After triangulation of ORB feature points,
check forward depth of field, parallax, backprojection error,
and scale consistency to get the new map points. A map point
is observed through two keyframes, and it can also be
projected to other keyframes connected to it. In this case, the
Tracking part can be used to find matches in nearby keyframes
to get more map points.
4. Local cluster adjustment
Local cluster tuning optimizes the currently processed
keyframe ki

(d)
Fig 2 Robot’s gait

III. MAPPING
A. ORB SLAM2’s Mapping
ORB SLAM2 is a feature point-based real-time monocular
SLAM system that can operate in large-scale, small-scale,
indoor and outdoor environments. The system is also robust
for vigorous exercise and supports closed-loop detection and
relocation of wide baselines, including automatic initialization.
The system includes modules common to all SLAM systems:
Tracking, Mapping, Relocalization, Loop closing.[12]-[15]
ORB SLAM2 is mainly divided into three threads:
Tracking, LocalMapping and LoopClosing:
 Tracking: the main work in this part is to extract the ORB
features from the image, make attitude estimation based

5. Local keyframe culling
To control the compactly of the reconstruction,
LocalMapping detects redundant keyframes and then removes
them, which helps control. In this paper, those keyframes that
have 90% of the points can be observed by more than three
keyframes are considered as redundant keyframes. The
algorithm flow is shown in Fig.3.
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probability of the voxel n being occupied at a given

KeyFrame

measurement value of

zt .

KeyFrame Insertion

Recent MapPoints Culling

New Points Creation

(a)

Local BA

Local KeyFrame Culling
Fig.3 Mapping Process

(b)

Finally, at the end of all the steps, the keyframes are
logged into the database list.[16]-[25]

Fig 4 The structure of an octree. Fig.4(a) is the spatial representation of
an octree map; Fig 4(b) is the data structure of octree map

B. Octomap
In our system, each keyframe stores a 3D point cloud
composed of related feature points. We can generate the map
based on the attitude associated with the keyframe and the 3D
point cloud. However, the point cloud map is only a
coordinate set of points in three-dimensional space, which
does not contain volume information and cannot provide
information for robot navigation. At the same time, point cloud
map cannot distinguish whether an area is unknown or open,
and point cloud map is easy to be disturbed by noise. So this
paper uses octree map instead of point cloud map. Octree
maps use octree memory point clouds to distinguish between
unknown and empty areas and eliminate noise when inserting
new points. In octree, we use probability to express whether
the space is occupied or not during the observation of the
environment. Due to the existence of noise, a square may be
observed to be occupied sometimes, and after a while, it is not
occupied in other squares. This may be due to the dynamic
nature of the environment itself on the one hand and noise on
the other. According to the derivation of octree, suppose
t = 1 , ... , T At time T, the observed data is z 1 , ... , z T ,

C. Point Cloud Image Filtering
Point cloud diagram is the geometry of points in space.
Since the point cloud is not a function, it is not defined by any
rule or numerical relationship between x, y, and z for complex
three-dimensional shapes. So the point cloud can't make the
connection between the horizontal and the vertical. And the
point cloud is discrete in space. Unlike images, signals are not
defined in a certain region and cannot be filtered in the form of
a template, so the point cloud does not have such an obvious
definition domain as images and signals. At the same time,
point clouds are widely distributed in space. The most difficult
part is to go through each point in the whole point cloud and
establish the relationship between the points. This is different
from images and signals.
In summary, point cloud filtering is only similar to signal
and image filtering in an abstract sense. Because the filtering
function is to highlight the need for information. For the point
cloud image, the filter can be used to eliminate outliers or
gross errors caused by measurement errors. It works by
making a statistical analysis of the neighborhood of each point
and calculating its average distance to all neighboring points.
If the result is a gaussian distribution whose shape is
determined by the mean value and standard deviation, then
points with an average distance outside the standard range
(defined by the global distance mean value and variance) can
be defined as outliers and removed from the data. First, the
point cloud is traversed to calculate the average distance
between each point and its nearest K neighbor points. Then,
calculate the mean value μ and standard deviation σ of all
mean distances, then the distance threshold d max can be

then the information recorded by the n leaf node is:

L(n | z1:t ) = L(n | z1:t−1) + L(n | zt )

(1)

With

L ( n ) = log [
Where

n

P (n)
]
1 − P (n)

represents the leaf node, and

measured value

zt

(2)

zt represents the

.Therefore, P(n | zt ) represents the

expressed as d max
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= μ + α × σ , α is a constant Finally, the

are many meaningless map points in the point cloud map.
Therefore, filtering is required. The point cloud map after
filtering is shown in Fig.7.

point cloud is traversed again, eliminating points whose mean
distance to K neighboring points is greater than d max .
III. EXPERIMENTAL TEST AND RESULT ANALYSIS
A. Run TUM Dataset to Get Data
The Technical University of Munich (TUM) is the
standard data set of SLAM algorithm, which includes video
images in different scenes, depth information, camera
parameters, etc. It can support monocular, binocular and RGBD camera simulation operation. This article simulates the room
in the TUM data set. The data set room is a scene in which the
camera moves 360° inside the room. The first is the sparse
point cloud image generated by the original ORB-SLAM2.

Fig 7 Point cloud map after filtering

It can be seen clearly that the discrete points outside the
map are greatly reduced, and the information effectiveness of
the filtered point cloud map is improved, which makes the
subsequent octave map more concise and effective.
Fig.8 and 9 show the effect of the octree map generated by
the original map and the filtered map:

Fig 5 Sparse point cloud map

In Fig.5, the red dots represent the map points being
observed by the camera, and the black dots represent the
previously saved map points. As can be seen from the figure,
the sparse point cloud map can only track the trajectory of the
camera and cannot bring any effective environmental
information and navigation information to the robot.
The Fig.6 shows the dense point cloud map generated by
the improved ORB SLAM2 algorithm:

Fig 8 Unfiltered octree map

Fig 6 Dense point cloud map

As can be seen from the figure above, compared with the
sparse point cloud map, the dense point cloud map can show
the real environment, but due to the noise interference, there
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Fig 9 Octree map after filtering

It is obvious that there are fewer outliers on the west and
south sides of the room, which allows the map to have less
map data without losing existing information, making the file
easier to store and calculate.
Table I is the comparison of the file sizes of each point
cloud map and octree map:

Fig 11 Indoor point cloud map

Where 1 is the indoor swimming pool and 2 is a box. We
can see the RGB-D camera can correctly model the
surrounding environment. However, due to noise interference
and other factors, some useless map points appear on the point
cloud map. After filtering, most invalid map points can be
eliminated, as shown in Fig.12:

TABLE I
FILE SIZE COMPARISON

Map Type

Point cloud
map

Octree map
before
filtering

Octree
map after
filtering

39480
6.3MB

39480
50.1KB

36201
48.1KB

Attribute
Points
Size

B．Experiments with The Real Environment
We will place an RGB-D camera on the spherical
underwater robot. Using raspberry PI 4B as a processor to run
programs and process data. In this experiment, we use the
Astra Pro depth camera. The size of it is 165×40×30mm and
the maximum power is 2.5W via USB, which enables it to run
on the robot for a long time. The image resolution of the
camera was set to 640×480 and the frequency was set to 30
images per second in the experiment. Depth images have the
same resolution as frequency and image acquisition. The robot
moves around the box in a circle around the room so that the
camera can capture parts of the room and map it. Fig.10 shows
the indoor real environment, and Fig.11 shows the dense point
cloud map obtained by the robot in the indoor environment:

Fig.12 Indoor point cloud map after filtering

Fig.10 Indoor real environment
Fig.13 Octree map after filtering
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After filtering, most invalid map points on the map are
deleted, which will reduce the data processing and improve the
map effect. Fig.13 is the transformation of the filtered dense
point cloud map into an octree map. The error between the
generated point cloud map and the actual environment is
within 0.01m.
Table II is the comparison of the file sizes of each point
cloud map and octree map:
TABLE II
FILE SIZE COMPARISON

Map Type

Point cloud
map

Octree map
before
filtering

Octree
map after
filtering

Attribute
Points
21480
18320
17941
Size
4.3MB
35.1KB
32KB
As can be seen from Fig.13, the octree map quantifies the
surrounding environment so that the robot can distinguish the
height of the surrounding environment. At the same time, it
can be seen that the map effect generated by the RGB-D
camera on the robot is worse than that generated by the TUM
data set, because the inevitable vibration of the walking robot
in the process of moving leads to image blurring, resulting in
errors.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the image information is obtained by
installing RGB-D camera on the spherical amphibious robot,
and then the image information is converted into point cloud
map. Since the point cloud map is bulky, noisy and cannot be
used for navigation, we filter the point cloud map to remove
the noise, and then convert the point cloud map into an octree
map that is easy to store and navigate. From the data of TUM
dataset and the results of actual camera operation, the filtered
map has smaller volume and more effective information.
However, due to the complexity of the algorithm, it is difficult
to generate octree map in real time according to the point
cloud map. The future work is to improve the algorithm to
generate the map in real time and navigate according to the
map.
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